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Wilkins 720a pressure vacuum switch guide. After the installation of the 720a model, the vacuum pressure switch was completed as follows. The applications are primarily not drinking residential and commercial irrigation systems. 1 to ensure that the valve is properly operated in the air. Surn rk1 720ab Wilkins pressure vacuum switch PVB hood repair kit for 1 2 to 1 Model 720a
and for 0 5 to 1 4 7 5 from 5 stars 171 20 40 20. The 720 and 720a models are the assembly of pressure vacuum switches. Preventing the reverse flow of Pvb 1 720a 1 is used in high-risk applications and is used mainly in dusty residential and commercial irrigation systems. The 720a pressure vacuum switch assembly protects against backsiphonage in high health hazards of
non-drinking residential and commercial irrigation applications. The 720a includes an approved vacuum valve checking the relief of two test faucets and an entrance and a full port full of stable seating to turn off the valves. Before installing the Wilkins Model 720a pressure vacuum switch rinse the line thoroughly to remove all the wreckage of the chips and other other substances.
The 720a should be installed upright, see the outer installation of the indoor capacity installation through schedule 40. A short-term discharge from the air vent can occur while the device is in operation. Open the entrance to turn off the valve until the pressure vacuum switch is completely under pressure. Sun Wilkins 720a vacuum pressure switch. Start with both switch off valves
and test faucets closed. Provide enough space around the installed block so that the test faucets. Production began around 1975 under the name smr. The vacuum switch includes an approved vacuum valve to check the relief of two test cocks and an entrance and an outlet full port of steady seated disconnect valves. The main body and hood should be a bronze astm b584, in the
loaded air-glass used silicone spring erlastomer and seat disc. Shop for Wilkins 720a 3 4 pressure vacuum switch at 7090376 htm in this video by Sean Stefan sprinkl. Around 1978 it was sold to Neptune Meter Co. Sun Wilkins 720a vacuum pressure switch. Backflow Handbook Guide - Wilkins Print this page 720 /720A Dimensions 1/2, 3/4 , 1, 1 1/4, 1 1/2, 2 Description Model 720
and 720A are pressure vacuum switch build. Production began around 1975 under the name SMR. Around 1978 it was sold to Neptune Meter Co. In 1984, the Wilkins regulator bought the rights to manufacture this assembly. The assembly has a bronze body design. The spring check is contained when the hood is removed. The control seat is cast in the case and is not replaced.
The A designation in the model number refers to the change parts of the air row. Both models will adopt a new design A. Air entrance uses a rubber crease to exert pressure to load the air. There is no spring spring on the air Until 1994, test faucets used were a specially designed needle valve that required a turn test to work. In 1994, a standard test crane such as a ball valve was
used. In 2010, test cranes were moved from body to ball valve. Details Of Common Repair parts are a very small subset of 10,000 plus elements of BAVCO stock. Please feel free to contact us directly at 800-458-3492 for pricing of items not listed or reverse-streamed preventative devices. (1/2, 3/4, 1, 1 1/4, 1 1/2 and 2) INSTRUCTIONSCAUTION: Installation of vacuum pressure
switches must be performed by , licensed personnel. A faulty installation can cause the device to function properly. The installer needs to make sure that the right device has been selected for a specific installation. The 720A Vacuum Breakers 720A is used on irrigation, industrial and other non-essential services where health hazards can exist if there is a backsifon on the ground.
They should not be installed where the reverse pressure may occur. Proper performance depends on the implementation of these installation instructions and existing government and industry standards and codes. Failure to do so absolves the WILKINS of any liability it might otherwise have in relation to the device. This malfunction can also lead to the device's malfunction.
Before installing the 720A WILKINS pressure vacuum switch, sute the line carefully to remove all debris, chips and other foreign items.2. The 720A should be installed upright (see Figure 1) to ensure that the air valve works properly.3 Provide enough space around the installed device to make test cranes available for testing and maintenance. WARNING: If the Model 720A unit is
in the building, provide a drainage mechanism capable of draining the spill from the vent5. Install a valve at least 12 inches above the highest pipeline or water outlet down the flow of the Model 720A Pressure Vacuum Breaker.6. Always consult local codes for installation methods, approvals, and recommendations.7 The 720A Pressure Vacuum Breaker can only be installed
outdoors if the device is protected from any freezing conditions. Warning: Do not block the ventilation hole with insulation. Exposure to freezing conditions will cause incorrect function or damage to the device. The installation site must be kept above 32 degrees Fahrenheit. PLACING DEVICE IN SERVICE I'm going to put the 720A Pressure Vacuum Breaker in operation as the
720A Pressure Vacuum Breaker was completed Way:1. Start with both the valves off and the test roosters closed. Open the switch of the switch until the pressure vacuum switch is completely under pressure. A short discharge from the vent can occur during the pressure of the device. The discharge should stop by the time the valve shuts down  installation  instructions 
maintenance3. If the discharge does not stop, contact MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS. Repression devices are like in step 1. The device must function properly. Slowly open the valve of the disconnected valve No. 2. The 720A is currently in service. Once the 720A has been fitted, check the device. If the device fails the test, contact the Freezing Procedure to protect the
freeze1. Turn off the main shutdown (1), which delivers 2. Open both input and socket drainage valves (2 and 6) in the system. Open the entrance and socket to turn off the valves on the pressure vacuum switch (3 and 5) and all test faucets. Leave all valves and test faucets in the floor open/half closed (45) position to ensure full drainage of ball valves and test cocks.3. If you blow
out the system down-stream of the pressure vacuum switch, make sure the exit drain valve (6) is open and the pressure vacuum switch shut 4. Connect the air hose to the socket drain valve (6) and enter enough air to remove all the water from downstream 5. WARNING: Open socket shutdown valve for pressure vacuum switch (5) and socket drainage valve (6) at half open/half
closed (45) position after blowing process 6. If drainage valves (2 and 6) are not part of the system, and if air pressure is not used to blow out the system, the internal comp-pontin vacuum pressure switch should be removed within 7. Leave all drainage valves (2 and 6), switched off valves (3 and 5) and test taps in the semi open/half closed position (45) during the winter to
prevent freezing. Warning: Be sure that the main shutdown (1) remains tightly closed to prevent the system from re-washing. In addition, the main valve shut down should be stable so as not to insure the age of water leakage into the system. WARRANTY: WILKINS sORN valves are guaranteed from material defects or fabrication when used for re-maintenance. If in any
recommended service, the defect develops due to material or fabrication, and the device is returned, the cargo is prepaid, in SUN WILKINS within 12 months of the date of purchase, it will be repaired or replaced for free. The responsibility of the WILKINS SORN is limited to our agreement only to repair or replace the valve. Proposition 65 Warning This product contains chemicals
known in the state of California to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm. Under the U.S. Federal Safe Drinking Water Act, as of January 4, 2014, this product can only be used in water-related topics that are considered unfeasible. You are welcome with the local water utility for additional requirements. Requirements. Requirements.
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